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EDUCATION

Lighthouse Labs Vancouver, BC
Full Stack Web Development Graduation Date: Feb 2022

WORK EXPERIENCE

ThisFish Vancouver, BC
Software Engineer Intern Aug 2022 - Feb 2023

Formulated Tally Teaser series with marketing leads, resulting in a 7% uptick in product awareness.
Contributed to the successful release of software V2 by developing UX components, refactoring codebases, and 
fixing bugs.
Debugged & tested code to ensure quality assurance, facilitated peer reviews and wrote unit/end-to-end tests 
improving accuracy.
Assisted data science team with +5000 image annotations to improve computer vision accuracy; increasing 
efficiency by 10%.
Established Confluence entries documenting new software applications with precise details.

Westbank Corp Vancouver, BC
Reception, Marketing Admin, Accounts Jul 2019 - Oct 2020

Successfully facilitated contracts, POs & trackers with a +$10M budget across global offices to ensure 
streamlined marketing operations.
Acted effectively as liaison between Marketing, Accounting, and external parties for contract compliance & roll-
outs.
Expertly handled customer accounts for AP and property leasing across multiple projects, ensuring prompt and 
efficient response to all inquiries and proper routing to the relevant department.

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

PomoPets
React single-page productivity app which integrates a Pomodoro timer and an interactive digital pet to increase 
user motivation and engagement.
Built with: Node.js, Postgres, Prisma, Express, React, HTML, CSS/SCSS, Bootstrap

Scheduler
React SPA for interview scheduling featuring unit, integration, & E2E testing with Cypress, Jest, and Storybook.
Built with: React, Axios, JSX, SCSS

LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE

Lighthouse Labs Vancouver, BC
Apprentice Mentor Apr 2022 - Jun 2023

Worked with students 1:1 to debug their JavaScript code and guide them toward solutions
Provided students with honest and empathetic personal support and encouragement
Discuss array/object manipulation, unit testing, async programming, web servers & CRUD, CSS & FlexBox, and 
DOM manipulation with students and mentors.

Lighthouse Labs Vancouver, BC
Guest Speaker Jul 2023 - Present

Share my experience as an alumna of the first 30-week Full-Stack web development cohort at Lighthouse Labs, 
from onboarding to post-graduation, with prospective students. Answer questions about scholarships, program 
schedule, curriculum, tests, projects, mentorship, and balancing work and life.
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